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There are many models for the measurement and
description of latent 'traits. They are all different in
the number of parameters -involved and the. assumptions of
the probability Pij for a subject i giving a right
response to an item j.
The abilities or the latent traits that a test
item is intended to measure may be of n dimensions.
For all models mentioned here, only one dimensional
ability is assumed( Lord,l967, p. 366) d
(1) Normal Ogive Model
The probability of right response, from a eubje
of ability , to an item g ,of discrimination ag and
difficulty bg, is given by the following formula,
where is the normal distribution function
( Lord,1967,pp. 361-362).
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(2} Modified Normal Ogive Model
In this model, guessing factor is also considered.
The probability is given by
where is the normal ogive function.
The probability function lies in the range from cg to one.
Usually for the multiple choice type test item of five
alternatives, Cg is equal to 0.2 (Lord,1967,P,404. }
(3) Lazarsfeld's Linear Model
This model has a very simple form of the probability
functi
This model is designed for attitude investigation.
The 0 is restricted to an interval, in which all the values
of Pg(0) lie between zero and one( Lord,1967,p.404}.
(4) Logistic Test Model
This model nearly coincides with the Normal Ogive







3or takes the I01LoW a corm
where D=1.7 denotes a number that sees a unit
scaling factor to maximize agreement between qualitative
details in the Norval and Logistic Models (Lord,1967, p.4O4)
(4) Rasch yodel
This is a restricted Logistic Model, Uniform
discrimination is assumed.
ana
in the Logistic Mde, then
(Lord,1967,p.402). According to Wright's notation( 1969),
the difficulty bg* is replaced by the item easiness of
4
item
and Q is replaced by the person ability of the person
the score group i , z1
us the probability function for person i to give
the right response to item j is
(1)
mong. all models mentioned abovethe asch Model
is the simplest one. The Basch Model is described as a
strong model( Lord,l967) but it simplifies the procedures
for paramebors estimation. Though the guessing factor is
neglected in the model, it does not play an important rds
in test models. The guessing factor is a constant adding
to the probability function, it can only shift the item
characteristic crux e by a constant e qual. to og, but
cannot change the shade of the characteristic curve( Lord,
1967).
B,Wright(l969) who introduced a detail procedure
for item analysis, based on the Rasch Model, claimed that
the Rasch yodel could lead to very high. objectivity in
psychological measurement. The calibration of item
eainess was independent of the sample, The measurement
of person ability was independent of subset of items uaed.
5The procedure is called sample Free Item Amlysis
It starts with the assumption that the
probability of person i get tang right answer on item j is
given by the formula l
in the foormula l.
then
Any, subject in the score group i of score c(i),
di.
is assumed to have the same ability
Thus,
where a ij is an element of the data rnatr A, or
dimension NxM, which is equal. to the
amber of persons in the score groom,
i who get item i correcto
N= mumber of score groups
M= number of items
r(i) is an element of the score group matrix R,
of dimension NxM, which is equal to
the mumtere of persons in the score
group i of score c(i)
( Wright,1969,p.27)
6where ti, is an element in the Matrix T, of
dimension NxM.
From the.matrix T,the initial estimate of bi
and dj can be obtained by the following formulae
assuming that
(Wright,1969,pp,27-29)
There will be treble when A is tranxormed to T
by the Formula 2 •
at a.. = 0P an empty cell in A ,
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and r(i)=a.. , a full cell in A
r!
In order to overcome this treblef t is modified as,
t. • = log((ai+w)(r(i) - a. +w))
where w = r(i) N.
It is reasonable to do this, because
t,, = - log(l+H) (3)
when a j. = 0 or
r(i)= a±.
which is the upper limit of the magniti3.de of any element
in 5, he estimate of b. and d. can be improved by
•L J
replacing the empty cell and full cells by,
% vr




= initial estimate of b.
x
= initial estimate of cK
The procedure to estimate b and d.. is repeated with the
modified matrix T,
The final estimates of b and d_. are obtained by
the Maximum Likelood Iteration Method, fhis method can
improve the estimate of parameters , so that they can
maximize the probability of obtaining the pattern of responses.
8
Thlls
where is the number of subjects Who get
item j correct.
is the score of the score group i.
The New-ton Raphson procedure is used for the
iteration process, The estimates of b- and di? which
are alread-c obtained from the modified mat rix T, are talen
as the starting values of the iteration procedure. Improved
values of b i and dj are then obtained. These improved
values of b i and dj are taken as the starting values again
and the Procedure are repeated,- until the estimates of
the Para eters do not change appreciably( Wright,1969,
pp.30-33}.





9in which, bi n and dj n are the starting values for ability
in the score group i and easiness for irem j respectively,
in the iteration procass, bi n+1 and dj n+1 are the
iteration process, improved values. (wright,1969,pp.34-36
In the stage of item calibration, the starting
values for ability and easiness are taken from Log method.
A set of improved values of ability is obtained from, the
Formula 5. These improved values of ability are then put
in the Formula 4 again to obtain obtained another set of
improved esti as tes of item easiness. Ohe procedure is
repeated to obtain better estimates both for ability
and easiness.
However the solution of the parameters has an
indete ne.cy, for it can only be determined up to an
unspecified constant adding to it( Pascua,1966, pp.50-53).
If bi and dj are the solutions then it can be proved that.
where k is any real number,
are also the, solutions. The proof is 1111astrated by
the following a qua. tions.






Wright and Panchapakasen{l9S9) also applied th€
Binomial Model to estimate the standard error of raeaauram0nt(SBM)
for 'oi Sj respectively.
SEW (6)
SEM (7)
fhe SEM in the Formula 6 and 7 are over estimated
actual value is less than that given by these two
formulae ( Wright,1969,pp»28-29)•-
When ability is measured, those score groups with
more respondents in them, will have smaller errors of
measurement. Also in the item calibration, the error win
be minimal when
Maximum
that is when P4, - 05
3
Thus the item with equal probability of pass and fail will
have the minimum error of measurement. Although the Model
is claimed to be sample free, the SEM is sample specific
( WhiteIt et alf1974,pp170-171)
Another weakness of the model, which is often
attacked, is the strong assumption of the model, The
assumptions and implications other than the probability
function of the model, are list as the following
(1) ability has only one dimension ,
(2) minimal guessing of all items,
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(3 )su jects and items are locally independent,
that is the response to an item from any subject
does not affect the response of any other
subject, and a. subject's espouse to preceding
items does not affect his response to later
items( Whitely,1974),
(4) uniform discrimination of all items,
(5) all subjects who get the same-score in the
sane test are assumed to have the same
ability,
Because there are too many criteria that mast be
satified, the following questions concerning the model are
often asked.
(1) hich kind of. items can satfy the assumptions?
(2) How can the goodness of fit of the mode
tested?
Whitely(1974) suggested that those items fitting the Modl
must be culture free, have .more choices of response and
high reliability. Anderson(1968) and Wright(1969) had
introduced two different approaches to test the goodness
of fit of the model.
(T) Anderson's approach( t test)
The matrix T has an element tip
(8)








The difference between ti and ui is. a constant for any i,
thus when only item j is Considered and is assumed to
fit the model, that is when r ornula 8 is valid, plotting
tij against ui, will give a straight line with slope equal
l( Andarson,1968). This method was also employed by G. Rasoh
to test the fit. The slope L of the straight line is given




(Draper, et a1,1966, pp.12--13)
To test Nether the slope L equals 1, the t value
is calculated by the Formula 10.
(10)
























The t value of degree of freedom N-2 can test tle
departure from unit slope for each Item, If the t value
is not significant, the item is considered to fit the
Modei
(II) Wright's approach(X2)
B. Wright's approach assumes binomial distribution.
This approach can tell bow much the estim aced parameters
fit the model and the response data.
Let yij be an element in the Matrix Y.
where E(ajj ).is the expectation value of aij ,
Assuming binomial distribution, the variance of aid is
given by the foliowing formula.
Y is a NxM matrix. The chi square statistics for each
item is computed to test the goodness of fit of the
estimation of parameters, by the following formula.
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(11)
degree of freedom= N-1
No significance in the chi square statistics for item. j
implies that this Item can achieve good estimation of
parameters nd is considered as fitting the model( Wright,a.
1969 pp.44-45).
There are also different kinds of statistical
approach to test the objectivity of the model.-The
following statistics are often be used.
P3ar on Moment Product Correlation Coefficient
SigniY ie tl y high correlation coefficient of
person abili.° calibrated from two different set of items,
ar of item easiness calibrated from two dif ferent sample,
indicates that the model is very objective.
(II) T test( correlated and none or. elated)
t ratio , supports the claimicance incancaNo signi
that that the parameters of the model are sample free am
item free.
(III) standardized Difference Scores
These scores can be interpreted as the Z scores
White1y,1974). It is equal to the difference of two
scores obtained from two set of tests, divided by the













= standardised difference score
= ability calibrated from the first
test





= square of the standard error of
measurement associated with
= square of the standard error of
measurement associated with x0
These scores were employed in Whitely's study to investigate
the equivalence between two tests. If two tests are
statistically equivalent, the standardized difference
ncores(SDS) will he normally distributed with a mean of
zero and standard deviation of one{ ?hitely, 1974)
Wright(l967) had also used the SDS to study the item
free -nre-nertv of the model ..
Among these three kinds of statistics, the PB8
is currently used and regarded as a more limited definition
of equivalent measures! Wright, 1967 Whitely,1974)
Although invar lance of parameters Of the Rasch
Model was reported by Anderson(l968), the statistics he
used was the correlation coefficient, which could not
comoletelv sutraort the claim of invariance»
Yhitely(l974) reported the the equivalence of
ability in the Easch Model, calibrated from two different
item subsets, failed if they were tested by the standardised
difference scores. Jut unfortunately, only 30 percent of
D
items in his study fitted the model, and the invariance
of item easiness under different samples was not studied,
This study purports to examine the equivalence of
item parameters calibrated from two different samples(item
easiness) and test subsets( person ability) The goodness
of fit of the model of each item will be tested by the
chi 3auare. Only those items that fit the model will be
taken in the study. The equivalence of the model parameters
will be tested by the correlation coefficient, t test




The Rasch Model intriduced in 1966,bad. been
proved theoretically that subject parameters (person ability)
could be evaluated independently of item parameters and
without regard to parameters of other subgroups( tRasch,1966).
Since item easiness and person ability are setric in
the model, similar result will also be obtained for item
easiness. This property was called specific objectivity
by Rasch.
After that, many researchers studied the objectivity
and robustness of the Rasoi model empirically,
(I) Evidence of the obectivit of the Rasch Model
Anderson(1968) used a 45-item Spiral Omnibus
intelligence test his study, The test was administerall
to two different samples, The following resu1ts were
reorted.
to item difficulty indices were independence
of the sample on which they were based,
2. ability i idice s were independent. of the
sample on which they were based,
Wright(1968) studied the responses of 976 begir ng
Law students to 48 reading comprehensIon items of the Law
School Admission Test and obtained the following result.
L. item calibration was sample free, indepenclen
of the particular persons-used for the calibration,
2. person ability could be estimated from the
Easy test or from the Hard test, and the results showed
no difference.
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Although quit a lot of research. supports the
claim of objectivity of the Ras ch Model, whitely(1974)
reported that the equivalence of person ability calibration
based on two different item subsets failed under more-
rigorous rigorous definition of egvivalent measurement.
(II) Robustness of the model
Robustness of the model was also reported in
several studies.
In Andersont s st-udy(1968), 20.4 percent of items
failed to fit the model at 0.05 level, but still, evidence
of objectivity of the model was reported.. Wright( 1969).
claimed that the model was quite robust with. respect to
de'Jart.re f om the assumption of uniform discr .ti on
and messing factor.
A different finder was obtained by Whitely et al
(1974). He rejected the hypothesis that there was no
Si ficant difference between person ability calibrated
on the easy test and the hard test,, he test items that
he used did not fit the model completely. Thus it can
be believed that the robustness of the model is questionable
(III) Meaning of freeness of the Rasch Model
The definition of freeness of the Raaeh- model
among researches on the model, is not very clear,.
Anderson and Wright both reported the person free property
of item. easiness calibration. The statistics that they
used were different. The Table 1 illustrates the difference
between them.
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The Table lshows that the person free of item
calibration is not defined very clearly by researchers.
However the raean of item free person ability
measurement is quite consistent among researchers. The
statistics used by Wrigh60(1967) and Whitely(1974) to
test the equivalence of ability measurement based on two
different item subsets, are the standardized difference
scores. Zero mean and unit standard deviation of SBS
indicates the statistical equivalent of two item subsets,
In Whitely's study, the conventional statistics, correlated
t test and correlation coefficient were also reported,
TABLE X
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a C.M.F.= applicants of Citizen Military Forces
R• A• II = applicants of Royal Australian Navy




Some common. terms in she s Ludy are defined operationally
as follows:
1. Person ability and 'Item easiness are defined
by the Rasch model, so that the right response to an item
j of easiness EJ, by a subject .i is given by
2. Low score group is defined as. those subjects
with scores less than or equal to 13 in the Test C.The
ma drmm score is 30.
3. High score group is defined as those subjects
with scores greater than or equal to 14 in the Test C.
The maxim score is 30,
4. Hard test is defined as a set of test items
with low item easiness 9 so that the item easiness of any
item in the Hard test is less than that of any item in
the Easy test.
5. Easy test is defined as a set of test items
with high item easinoss, so that the item easiness of any
item in the Easy test is greater than that of any item in
the Hard test.
6. Item fitting the model is defined as the item
of no significant. value at 0.05 in the e hi square statistics
defined b the Wright's procedure.
pij =
Ej zi
l + Ej Zi
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7. Test A is the test used. in the plot test.
It is a Thaies achievement test with. 100 items,
8, Test B is the test used the experiment
Items in the test B are selected from the Test A follow..
the criteria of similar point riser ial correlation
coeffic.ten is among it-ems( ranging fromO.15 to 0.5). There
are totally 47 items in the test.
9. Test C is defined as the test with 30 items




In order to test the independence of item subsets
in person ability measurement, and the independence of
samples in the item. easiness calibration, the following
hypotheses were formulated:
1. As calibrated by the Rascb models there is
no significant difference between a student's ability as
measured by the Hard test and the Easy test,
2. As calibrated by the Basch model, there is
no significant difference in. item easiness of the item in





In order to test hypothesis l, ability of the
sample was calibrated from the Hard test, then from the
Easy test, by the Basch-Wright Procedure.
For testing 2, the easiness of those
items fitting the model was caliberated first from the Low
score group, then from the High score group, following
the Rasc -Wright Procedure.
The design is illustrated in Figure l. The significance
of difference was test by the Pearson Moment Product
Correlation Coefficient, t test( correlated t test for I,
II), and the standardizedrnoncorrslated t test fo
difference score( for I only), at the same time,
25
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PIG. 1 Illustration of research design
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Sampling
Subjects were selected from among Form 3 and Form 4
secondary school students Hong Kong. They belonged
to six different schools, including one government school,
three subsidized schools and two private schools.
In the Hong Kong setting, it is general practice
that most of the hig ability students are allocated to
government and subsidized schools, while low ability
students are allocated to private schools. Taus, the
distribution of the abilities can be assumed to cover a
large rage. The total amber of subjects in the sample
was 464. Those extreme score groups( extremely high or
extremely low) can have enough respondents to achieve a
stable estimation of probability.
The instrument in this study was an achiemenent
tes s in Physics, In view of the fact that the teaching
syllabuses in the sample schools were not at the same
level, the selection of Porm3 or Form 4. students for the




The following is a list of ins eAts employed
in the stud.
I. Test A( Physics achievement test with 100 items)
Items in the Test A were constricted either by
the researcher or modified from tests in blisbe. test
books, on the follow topics:
a. meaning of latent heat,
b. meaning of specific heat capacity and
heat capacity,
c. transfer of heat energy when there is a
change of temperature
d. transfer of heat energy when there is a
change of state,
eel conservation of heat energy during the
process of heat transfer.
All items. were carefully constructed so that high
validity could be built into the test and so that there
was a high homoge1ait7 of content in the test.
2. Test B( with 47 items).
Items in the Test B were selected from the
100-item Test A after the pilot test was completed. They
were selected according to the following criteria:
a. medium ctiiiicui y .Level,
b. similar values of point biserial
correlation coeff icients(rangixsg from.
0.15 to 0.5).
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In order to minimize the measurement error, the.
very difficult, items were deleted. Those items with
similar point biserial correlation coefficients cold be
assiined to have uniform discrim.xatioar power.
For Item analyses s, which followed the Rasch- Wright
Procedure, a computer programme was developed by the
researcher and executed by the ICL 1900 computer in the
Computer center of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.
The input to the programme was the response matrix on a
test. It could go through the Rascb. Wri Proceire and..
produce the item easiness, ability of score group.,
ca11br Lion of person ability of all subjects in the
sample and the measurement error for k7tem easiness and
person ability.
A simplified flowchart of the programme is
shown in the Figure 2. In the iteration process, no
criter. of termination was built into the programme,
Usally .the process wood be converged for at most 10
iterations, according to the researcher's experience.
Therefore the maximum amber of iterations this
programme was set to 20.
In the stage of person ability calibration
( from the Hard test and from the Easy test), the item
easiness was assumed known, When ability was calibrated
from the Hard test, the item easiness of all ten in.
the Hard test, which were already calibrated, were in-out
in the iteration stage of the program e. Similar procedures




input: response matris B
b an element in B
bij=1.0 right response on item j by subject 1
ij=0.0 wro response on item j by subject i
select items to iorm
Test B. Test C, Hard test, Easy test







and full cellsintial estimates of
in Titem easiness and
score group ability
slope or each item calcuated from T.
test of departure from unit slope
iteration process(repeated for 20 times)
utput: score group ability, item eaasiness and
their standard error of measurement
test of goodness of fit for each item by X2
calibration of person's ability according to
their scores
End
FIG.2 A simpliflied flowchart of theprogramme
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The programme deleted those score groups containing
fewer than 10, so as to minimize the measurement errors




Before the experiment was adtually carried out,
a pilot test was conducted to test the instrument, The
Test A with 100 items was administered to 120 Porm 4
students in a school not used for the actual experiment.
The average time required to complete each item was
estimated. The results from the pilot test was analysed.
The test reliability( Hoyte's coefficient alpha), point
biserial correlation coefficient and difficulty level
of each item were calculated.
A total of 47 items, Which satisfied the criteria
set up in this study, were selected from the 100-item.
Test A. These items made up the final instrument used for
the study. It was named as the Test B. It was then
administered to the sample. The subjects were told to mark
their answers on the answer sheets provided. In order to
minimize the guessing factor, enough time was allowed for
the students. In addition, teacher. administering the test
was asked to announce to the students that they should
not attempt to guess the answers.
All completed sheets were corrected by hand.
Each item was coded, 1 for right response, 0 for wrong
response. The response matrix of all items in the
from all subjects was put in the storage file in the
ICL 1900 computer system for analysis.
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Method of analysis
The responses for the items of Test B were
calibrated by the Rasch-Wright Procedure to the test the
goodness of fit for each item. The procedure was carried
out by the ICL 1900 computer.
Those items fitting the model( in terms of chi
square statistics) were selected. There was a total of
30 items which were considered best fitting to the model.
The item easiness of each of this 30 items in the Test C,
was calibrated again from r esnonseo (1) the entire sample
(2) the high score group and (3) the low score group.
The Test C was then divided into two subsets of equal
number of items, the Hard test and the Easy test, according
toheir item easiness,
Person ability of all subjects in the sample
were calibrated by the Hard test, and then the Easy test
separately. During be-process of ability calibration,
the item easiness was assumed known. Because the Hard
test and the Easy test were subsets of the Test C, their
item easinesses were obtained from the calibration process
of the Test C. The Figure 3 illustrates the calibration
procedure.
Two sets of item easiness caliorated from different
groups( the high score and low score groups) were compared
and analysed by the Pearson Moment Product Correlation
Coefficient, t test and standardized difference scores.
similar methods of analyses were e noloyed for two sets
of person ability measured by different test subsets.
33








a X indicates the cell where the calibration
process was performed
FIG.3 The calibration process






The results of the study were reported in terms
of three aspects,the selection of items fitting the model,
the invariance of item easiness and the invariance of
person ability.
I. The selection of items of good fit
The responses on the Test B from all subjects
were analysed by the computer. The output of the programme
gave the following information
I. item characteristics
a. difficulty level,
b. point biserial correlation
coefficients,
c. the index of the goodness of fit.
for each item as descr?bed by the
chi square and the slope.
II. item easinesst,
III. score group ability,
IV. calibration of ability for each
person according t his score obtained
in the test.
The Table 2 shows the item characteristics of each item
in the Test B. There were 30 items in the 47-item Test B
fpAttTa c
Item charateristics and goodness of fit for each item
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significant in cM square at 0.05
significant in departure from unit slope at 0.05
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which were not found to be statistically significant by
the chi square method. Thus they were used to make up
another test, the Test C.
As illustrated by the Figure 4, the point
biserial correlation coefficients for most items in the
Test B, took values from 0.2 to 0.5. It seemed that
the discrimination indice among them did not differ very
much, so that we could state that the items in the Test C
Figure 5 shows another approach to test the
goodness of fit for the items. As it can be seen from the
graph, most of the items have slope in the range from 0.8
to 0.9 thus in general, most items fitted good the
model.
2. The invariance of item easiness calibrated
from different groups
Item easiness of the Test C were calibrated from
the entire sample, the high score group and the low score
group. The gables 3,4, and 5 show the item characteristics
of the Test C calibrated in different groups. As it can
be seen from the tables, large number of the items in the
Test C can fit the model in terms of chi square statistics.
But the t test for unit slopeshows that most items depart
significantly from unit slope. It seemed that the items
with significant chi square also had larger departure
from the unit slope. As shown in the Table 3,4, and 5, the
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FIG. 4 Point biserial correlation coefficients for
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FIG. 5 Slope calculated for each item in the




Item characteristics and the goodness of fit for
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significant in chi sonars at 0,05
significant in departure from unit slone at 0.05
T BT.B c
Item characteristics and the goodness of fit fo:
each item in the Test C as calibrated
from the low score roun
item difficul coin cKi — slope
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f i J C
significant in chi square at 0.05
significant in departure from unit slope at O.O
Item No. of the Test C, did not fit the model in the
sample, the high score group and the low score group. Its
slope was the minimum among the items,
Figure 6 shows the point biserial correaltion
coefficients of the items in. the. Test C when it was
calibrated from the entire sample, the high. score group
and the low score group, Most of them lies in the range
from 0.15 to 0.45. The criterion of uniform discriminatian-,
among items seems to be satisfied. The slope for each
item in the Test C is illustrated in the. Figure 7. it
shows that the Test C when it was calibrated from the.
entire sample,ample, departed less from the unit slope. Te stiri g
the goodness of fit to the model is sample biased. A.
test fitting the model in this sample may fail to fit in
another sample.
Item easiness of the Test C calibrated from the
-high score group and the -low score- group is shown in the
Table 6 The Pig it e. 8 shows their values in a graph. As-
shown by the graph, they were no completely identical.
The pattern of the curves suggested that two sets of ±tem
easiness differed by a fairly constant value. Most of tim
item easiness from the low score group could be made
approximately equal to that from the high score group,, if
a value( approximately= 1.5) was added to each individual
item.
Table 7 gives a statistical comrarision of the
item easiness of the items in the Test C, calibrated from
the high score group and the low score group. The
correlation coefficient between two sets of i-ern easiness,
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calibrated from the total sample
calibrated from the High core group










FIG.6 Point biserial correlation cofficients for










calibrated from the total sample
calibrated from the High score group
calibrated from the Low score group
FIG.7 Slope calculated for each item in the Test C
as calibrated from fifferent groups
Item easiness of the Test C as calibrated
from the entire sample, the
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calibrated from High score group
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Item No.




Comparis ons of item easiness of Tast C
as calibrated from the high score group










their mean x and standard deviations, t test for teating.
their mean difference, Hartley' s test Fmax for testing
their variance difference were reported. There was a very
high correlation between them, but not significantly
in Hartley' s. test. This was quite consistent with the
finding of Anderson(1966).
The t test shows significant differences, This is
expected. As suggested by the graph in the Pigurs 8, they
may differ by a constant value. Rasch (1966) had pointed out
that any solution of the item parameters in the model
could have a difference of any constant
Other item parameters in the Rasch model, the
score group ability of the Test C calibrated from the
entire sarzple, the high score group and the low score
group, are listed in the Table 8. The low score group
gave the calibration of low score ability. Ihe high score
group gave the calibration of high score ability. The
entire sample gave the whole range of ability calibration
The score-abiiity calibration curves obtained from the
sample and various groups, are illustrated in the Figure 9.
As it can be seen from the figure, they tend to increase
with the same rate. The difference between the scores-abiiity
calibated from the low score group and that from the entire
sample, was nearly a constant( approximately 0.9). The
difference between the score-ability calibrated from the
entire sample and that from the high score group p was
equal to another constant( approximately 0.75). As it
was predicted by Rasch(1966), the test exposed to different
groups of respondents will give different solutions to tha
model parameters, which can differ by a constant value.
Thus the finding seems to support Rasch's prediction,
2 ABLE 8
Ability of the score groups of the Test G
as calibrated from the entire sample
the high score group and
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calibration cure obtained from Low score group
calibration curve obtained from total sample
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score group
FIG. 9 Ability-score calibration curves obtained from the entire sample
and different groups with the Test C
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Therefore the hypothesis in this study,that there
is no significant difference between item easiness as
calibrated from she high score group and the low score
group, is rejected. This finding can not rule out the
objectivity of the Rasch model but it encourages us to
define this property more clearly.
The Table 9 presents the cor#elation coefficient
between the item easiness of the Basch model, and the
conventional item difficulty as calibrated from different
groups of respondents.
The item. difficulty is defined as,
ni=mumber of persons answering item i
where
correctly
N= total numfoer of persons in the sample
or group considered,
Larger item easiness means smaller item di ficu Lty, and
greater probabilit7 to get the correct answer o the item
As it can be seen from the Table 9,the resalts were






correlation coefficients between item easiness
and item difficulty in the Test C as
calibrated from the entire sample
the high score group and











III. The invariance of person ability as calibrated
from different test bsets
The ability for each subject was measured by the
hard test, and then the Easy test. The hard test and the
Easy test both were the subsets of the Test C.
The item characteristics and test of goodness of
fit to the, model are presented in the Table 10 and 11,
There were only two items in the Hard test and one item
in the Easy test, which did not fit the model in terms of
chi square statistics,
The Figure 10 shows the point biserial correlatio n
coefficients for the items in the Hard test and the Easy
test It seemed that they did not differ very much. They
ranged from 0.3 to 0.5.
The slope for each item in the two test subsets
are demonstrated in the Figure 11, The major part of the
items had slope in the range from 0.8 to 1.0. So that in
geieral, we may conclude that most of the items also
satisfy the criteria of fitting the model, introduced by
Anderson(1968).
The Table 12 presents he reliability( Cronbach's
coefficient alpha) and test of goodness of fit of the
Test B, Test C, Hard test and the Easy test. The reliabilities
of all tests were rather high. The Hard test and the Easy
test seemed to have equal reliability, which was one of
the requirements if they vier e considered as two equivalent
tests. All tests, except the Test B, fitted the model in
teris of chi square.
f ABLE 1C
Item characteristics and goodness of fit for
each item in the Hard test as calibrated
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TABLE 11
Item characteristics and the goodness of fit for
each item in the Easy test as calibrated
from the entire samole
item difficmltv ooint chi- sloae
No. 19¥s1 biserial smisra
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FIG. 10 Point biserial correlation coefficients for
each item in the Hard test and the Easy test
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FIG. 11 Slope calculated for each item in the Hard test







The goodness of fit ( in terms of chi square)
and reliability ( cronbach's coefficient )
of different test subsets






** significant at 0.05
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The Table 13 gives the conventional coinparisions
of ability of the sample as calibrated from two test subsets.
The correlation coefficient between them was not very high,
but significant at 0.05. The t test showed that there wm
no significant difference in the mean scores of person
abilities.
The variance of the person aai L pies, as measurea
by two different test subsets, did not seem to differ very
much on face value. Bit When they were tested by the
Hartley's test, significant, difference was found,
The Table 14 presents another type of data on
the test of equivalence of the. Hard test and the Easy test.
The square of the standard error of measurement for two
tests and the standardized difference scores were computed.
The standard error of meas. rement seemed to be equal in
the two tests. The mean of the standardized difference scores
was very close to the expected value (0.0), but the
standard deviation was very much larger than 1.0.
Wh .telyr(3.974) reported the similar results,
approximately zero in mean but significantly larger than
one in standard deviation of the standardized difference
scores.
Since this study did not produce two equivalent
tests in the Rasch Model,the hypothesis that,there is no
significant difference between ability calibrated from
the Easy test and the Easy test, was also rejected.
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TABLE 13
Comparis ons of person ability as cajzorated










Standardized difference scores of person ability
as measured by different test subsets

















This study attempted to build to the objective
property on a achievement test, through the Rasch-Wright's
proceaure. A test is objective if the calibration of tID
item parameters is independent of the sample and the
calibration of person parameter is independent of the item
subset,
A set of items fitting the Rasch model was lected
to f ors the Test, The item parame tern (easiness), of the
the Test C. were calibrated from the high. score group ai
low score group. The correlation coef f i oIer t between these
two sets of item easiness was very high. Their mean difference
was found to be si.ficant` This is interesting. for it
seemed that the individual difference of the item easiness
as calibrated from two groups of respondents, -was a constant-
value. one set of item easiness could be made nearly identical
to another set, by simply adding a constant value. This
is permissible the Rasch model, as he pointed out that
the parameter and are only determined up to an
unspecified multiple", in Which and wb, are the ability
and easiness. (Rasch,l966,pp.5O-5l). 77hen the parameters
were changed to the logarithm scale in the Rasch-Wright
procedure, they could only be determined up to an nspeciified
constant difference, As the constant difference is
unsne cified, its value is unknown until the two sets of
item easiness have been calibrated from two Jiff erent
groups
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Because of the existence of this unspecified
constant difference, a significant t test of the mean
difference of two sets of item parameters i expected,
In fact this is why Anderson(1968) did not employ the t
test, but only used the correlation coefficient, in his
study of independence of item parameters in the Basch model.
Another interestin result was also obtained when
the score group ability of the Test C as calibrated from
the high score group, the low score group and the entire
sample, were compared. Referring back to the Pighure 9,
it seemed that constant differences existed among any.
two of the score-abil. calibration curves. The three
score--ability calibration curves can be adjusted to
coincide with each other, by adding or subtracting a
constant valise Thus it is possible to calibrate the
score group ability of a test, from a sample of low
ability, then from other sample of high ability separately.
The comb.tion of two score-Ability calibration curves
can give a calibration curve covering the whole range o:
scores. This is supported by Rasch, he said the
parameter of the subjects in the subgroup may be evaluated
without regard to the parameters of other subjects( Raach,.
1966,p.56).
Another phase of the objectivity of the Rasch rncdel
was also studied in this research. Ability for each subject
in the sample was calibrated by the Hard test and the- Easy
tes, which were subsets of the Test C. The correlation
between the results of these two test subsets was moderately
high. No significance in the t test of mean difference was
found. LTowever, when the standardized difference scores
for these two sets of test were computed, they did not
show that the Hard test and the Easy test were statistically
equivalents 'he standard deviation of these standardised
difference scores deviated from 1,0 significantly In
other words, the ability difference scores obtained by the
sample were not distributed as would be expected from the
measurement error associated with each score( Whitely,1974),
Ihis study failed to produce two equivalent tests
But this finding can not prove that the possibility is
zero Further studies on this problem should be encouraged
The following is a list of recommendations for further
investigations.
1, As suggested by Rasch(l966), his model• •
would fail to describe the data under the following conditions;
a when a single parameter for subject
was not sufficients
b. when subjects were under the stress
of time.
Usually, it is very difficult for an achievement test to
confine the ability vector in one dimension. Cultural
loading is another source introducing more dimensions in
the ability vector.
2. During the construction of test items,





maintaining high built-in validity,
using words appropriate to subjects1
language level,
trying to use material not related
with culture,
keeping the difficulty index at medium
level, in order to achieve minimum
measurement and minimize the chance
of introducing guessing factor.
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3. When the test is administered to the sample,
it is better to allow subjects with more time for response.
Power test is a good way to relieve the time stressing.
4. The ability is not so simple that it can be
separated into many dimensions. Usually in the real
situation, the ability can be regarded as many regions.
Some. of them are separated, but some of them overlapp
with each other. The idea is illustrated in the Figure 12.
Because it is so difficult to separate the ability region"
it seems that construction of an unidimensi.onal test, is
a problem in this kind of study.
5. Since there must be a constant difference
between the item parameters calibrated from different
samples, it is nearly impossible to obtain two sets of
item parameters with no significant difference in mean and
in._ variance. Thus the term sample free should be reviewed
and possibly modified allowing the existence of the constant
difference.
6. Vihitely(1974) failed to produce two equiva nt
tests through the Rasch--Wrigh procedure. The criterion off
testing the goodness of fit, in both this study and Whitely's
study as the chi square statistics. This criterion can tell.
how well the model describes the data. Another criterion
suggested by Anderson(1968), is the t test of unit slope
for each. item. This test can tell how well the model
parameters can be separated. If the model parameters can
be separated into person ability and item easiness, the
slope calculated fur each item will equal 1.0. This test
is more rigourous than the chi square statistics. Although
the slope for each item has also been reported in this
study, but it has not been used as the criterion for
selecting fitted items. It is suggested that the triter









dimensions of the ability
FIG 12 The imagined s nacturc 0f ability
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Atmendix A Programme listings
(l) Programme of conventional analyses of items( reliability, point i








MASTER _MA.IL C H IU ... . -
FIRST PART OF THE PROGRAMME
_ 0 LM EN S LQN_.JB (501, TPB(50),NQ(50 ).,.I(.5 0 L.DI tl ISO J.,.XXX5 0 ).
COMMON X(500,30),Y(500)




SELECT IfEMS FOR ANALYSES
















































DO 900 J = 1 ,M
no(J)J
CONTINUE
WRITE 2, 30) _ r : - - - -
FORMAT(1 Hi,10X,15HRESPONSE MATRIX)
00 1111 1=1, N
DO 2222 J'=1,M
._ IJ)HX(I ! J.) .
CONTINUE
. _WJtLTE C 2,.601X1 X.C.J ) , J « 1,Ml—
FORMATC10X,1711)
CONTINUE
. CALL STDCN»M,BARY»SY) ... _
WRITEC2.11) BARY, SY .
FORMAT(10X,15HMEAN OF SCORE »,F8.3,1 Ox,




















CALCULATION OF DIFFICULTY LEVEL FOR EACH ITEM
XN = N
D-Q2 0 Qj = 1-M
DIFI(J)=0.0






FORMAT(10X»97HPOINT BISERIAL CORRELATION FOR ITEMS
3ST OF SIGNIFICANCE DIFFICULTY LEVEL FOR ITEMS)
WRITE2,24)(N0(J),PB(J),TPBJ),DIFIU)J=1,M)
FORMAT (5X.1 HO 13, 1H.) , F1 0 . 5 f 35X, F1 0. 5 ,1 7X , F.tO . 5)
CALL CRONBICCNfM,ALPHA)
_ WRIT E 2 , 31 )„ A L P H A
F0RMAT(2X,39HRELIABILITY(CR0NBACK ALPHA) OF TEST IS,F10.6)
CALL XKUDERR(SY,n7m,X RR)
WRITE(2,41) XXRR
FORMAT ( 2X » 31 HRE LIAB I LIT Y ( KR, 2.0.OF TEST IS, F.1.0 . 6)
CALL RAN(CORDER(N) .
WRITE(2,12)




























DIMENSION PB 5 0),TPB(50)
_
YA 0.0




I M x ( IC J ?_ _
SNA'SNA + I .0
YA'YA+Y (I ) _ _ _
GO TO 200




IF(SNA.EO.SN) GO TO 3









IB=Sf RT( (SNB»SNA) J.SN ( SN-1 , 0)) )
PBJ)»(BARYB-BARYA)SY)TB















D = 0.0 ...... ....
DO 100 J=1,M




DO 310 J = 1 ,M
D = D+tf I , J')




B = D + T!t CI)
CONTINUE
0.?I2._ —









B = B X'M
C=CXN
D=D(XNXM)
6=(A-B-C'D)(XN«1 .0)(XM-1 .0) )
































L= I + 1
DO 110 J = L,N
IFY(0-Y(J)) 1,110,110
temc=y 1)





































SECOND PART OF THE PROGRAMME
DIMENSION X ( 5 0 ) , A P ( .5 0 , 5 0 ) , R P (.5 0 ) , S C R ( 5 0 ) , NO ( 5 0 ) » 8 ( 5 0) XC H ISO (50)
1 I X(5 0),TEST(S0),TSCR(500) , C R ( 5 0) , SRR(50) , I A P(5 0), SEIT(50), S F A 8 ( 5 0)
COMMON Y(500),AA(30,30),RR(30),T(30,30),EAS(30),A8L(30
READ(1,10) N , K
FORMAT(213)
U R I T E ( 2 , 5 0 ) N » K
FORMAT ( 2X , 2 I 5 ) . .
M = 30






D O 9 0 0 J = 1 , M
NO(J)=J
CONTINUE ....
SELECT ITEMS WHICH FIT THE MO.dEL FOR ANALYSES.







X ( 4) = X (7)
X ( 5)=X(9)
X (6)=X(10)
X (7) = X 11)
X(8)=X(12)
X (9 ) = X (1 3)






X (1 ) - X ( ? 0 )
y(1 7.) = (21
: M , ) r x ( 2 ? )
X M S ) - X ( ? A )
X (1 4) - P X r )
V ( 1 7 ) r X ( x 6 )
v ( 1 H ) = M X H )
X ( 1 )= ( )
X ( ?-)) - ( 0 )
X ( 21 ) - e 51 )
X ( ? ? ) X MS)
X ( X A) - M 6 )
X ( ? X ) ~ X ( X V )
X (?S ) -X ( 9 )
X ( ? .') - x 4 o )
X ( 2 7 ) - Y ( A 1 )
X 2 .i )=••( 4 3)
•; ( ?? ) - v C 4 S )
X MM - X A8 )
0 0 X X ? X ,) ,J = 1 , M
T X ( J J ) = X ( J J )
(.: 0 MT J H 11 F
W T T X ( r X 3 ) ( I X ( I.! ) , J J = 1 , M )
f ORMAT C i OX , X 0 I I )
y (i) =n , o
T X M P - i. , O
DO '? ) M I I. ~1 , :V|
TFMP~'i i; M P + X ( 1.1 )
C 0 MT fKi i i f
y m - t f m p
1 -Y(I)
i r (i) '• ? o, 1 ? o, 1
i f (i „ fo , ix) r •) to i 2o
R n (i.) P P (i.) +1 . o
















DO ? ? 0 ,1 = 1 M
A P ( L J ) - A P O. , J ) + X ( J )
C 0 !J T I Mi I F
comriMu n
U R I T r ( 2 5 1 ) T S
FORMAT (1 OX , 3PHTOTA I. STUDF'NT BEING A N A LI ?. F D JS=', F10 .6
W R T T E ( 2 , S ?.) .
FORM.AT ( 1 OX 8HMA TR I X R )
W R I T C (J? f 5 3 ) ( R P ( ( ) I = 1 ( M -1 ) )
FORMAT( 1 ()X , P 1 0 . ? )
W R I T r ( , 5 4 )
FORMA ( ( 1 OX , 8 MM A.TR I X A )
DO 5555 1=1, (M-1 )
0 0 M U4 4 J = 1 ,M
1 A p J ) = A p ( T , J )
C 0 U r J N IJ F
WP ITE'215) (I AP(J) J = 1M)
F 0 R m a f ( ? X 3 0 I 3 )
3 COMfI OOF
DO 1110 I=1,M-1)
C R ( I ) - T
'.) C 0 M T ]. M 11 F
DELFT i' THOSF SCORE GROUP WITH RESPONDENT LESS THAN 10
00 1111 1=1, (M-1 )
1 F ( RP (I ) ,L T.10.0) GO TO 11
GO TO 1111
RP(I = 0 .0














f, !. 0 X I l F 0 TO R 0 A N 0 M A T R I X
NK = n s
[) () X ;j u T - 1 , f M - 1 )
I F ( R P ( n . FQ . 0 . 0 ) 0 0 TO 30 0
;,)K- MK-!•1
c o KJT ) 0 IJ i-
U R I T r (?,00 M K
F 0 R '0 A I ( ? X 2 9 H T 0 T A L N U M B E R 0 F 'A 0 KIT Y G R Q U P 2 X , I 3 )
DO 3X0 1=1 A' K
DO 3 30 ,1 = 1 m
AM!, ))=()• 0
cont} oopf
C 0 T I oj F ;
D 0 400 .1=1 MX
RR ( J; - 0 . 0
[)0 411) T = 1;(M-1)
K ( RP ( I) , HQ . 0.0) GO TO 410
I r ( PR (J ) , 1.0 . 0 , 0 I GO TO 4
GO TO T10
R R C J ) = R n ( l )
R P ( I ) - 0 . 0
s R R Mj ) = r R ( I )
DO 4X0 x = i f M
A A ( ,1 , ) - A p ( T ,K )
C 0 N I T • ; IJ F
C 0 N T 1 0 ! j R
c o M r f o u '•
W R T T h ( X , i 2 )
F 0 R i-1 A T ( 2 X K 4 H S C 0 9 F OF THF SCORF GROUP)
OR I rF(231) ' S R R ( I ) I =1 WK) '
F 0 R M A I ( ? X , F 1 0.1) '' I
W R I f T: ( 2 3 4 )
. F 0R A i A T( 2X,17 HMAT R I X R (CLOSED))
W RT TF(?,3 3 ) ( R R ( J) , I = 1 , N K )






















WRI r E(7,3 6)
FORMAT(,1 7HMATRIX A (CLOSED))
HO 7 37 4 1 =1rNK
I) 0 A 4 4 5 J= 1 M
1 A P( J)= A( IfJ)
C0 r I Mil F
WPT TF(?,17) (IAP(J) J =1 ,M)
FORMAT(? X 3 0 I 3)
COM TINUE
ATfM1n IDF TO THF IOTAISC0R f: OF FACH PERSON
DO 710 T-1N
TSCR( f)= Y (n
COM T J NO F
CALL T M .4 T R I X( N K, N)
W R I T e( 7, 6 1)
F 0 r M A T( 1 0 X, 8 H M A T R I X T)
WRITf- (2,6?)(( T( T J) J= 1 M) r 1= 1 N K)
F 0 R m A T( 7 X, 1 0 PI 0, 5,? x 1 0 F 1 0. 5,? X, 1 0 F 1 0, 5)
C A L!. X L 0 G F. S T( N K, M)
W R I T F( 7, 7 1)
FORMAT(10X,2?HABILITY OF SCORE GROUP)
W R I T f( 2, 7 2)( M 0( T), A R L( I), I= 1, N K)
f0 RMA T 5 Af1H(7 J3,1 HT 2X r F10. S)
W R I T F( 2, 7 3)
F0R MA T( 10X17HF ASINESS OF ITEMS)
W R ITF(2,7 4) (N0(J) ,F A $(J) ,J= 1 ,M)

















f; A L I f ''I '•U r f; l l. ( N 7 t 0 )
W R I T i ( 7 , 8 1)
y 0 R i »( 1 n X r 1 7 H M 0 [.) T F I! 0 M ATRIX iT )
W P T r r- I 7 r 8 8 ) ( C T ( I , ,• ) .) = 1 M ) I I n 1 N K )
r- ORMft I ( ? y , 1 0 F 1 0, 8 , ? X , 1 0 F 1 0 , 5 f 2 X , 1 0F 1 0 . 8 ]
C A L I r 10 G F S T ( N K r M )
WR f T I ( V , 7 8 )
F 0 R M a T ( i, x , 8 ? H A 0 I I I T Y 0 F S C 0 R F' G R 0IJ P )
g R I T i .' , 7 8 5 ( N 0 ( T ) , A B L ( I ) , I - 1 , N K )
F F) R o A I ( A x , 1 H ( , I 8 , ') H ) , ? X F 1 0,8)
WR I r l ( P , 7 7 )
F 0 R A' A i ( 1 0 X r 1 7 H F A S ] N t: S3 0 I I T F M S )
I -J P I T F P , 7 8.) ( ivJ 0 ( J ) F A $ ( J ) z J - 1 , M )
F 0 R f I A ! C A X 1 H ( f I 8 , 1 !|) 8 X , F 1 0 . 8 )
g p I r F ( P , 9 P )
r fi l m i • I 1 n v ? n w [[.' i r p Q c nc i T P P s T T 8 hi
C A l. I. '• I'! A X I T F R A T ((V K , M , S R R )
W P r r f 8 ' 9 7)
FOR i A r(Ii10X,10H RF S I • I T 0F ITFRATTOM)
u F: I r K ' P 9 o)
F o r M A I' ( 1 0 X 8 P H A ( I I I T V 0 F S f, 0 R F G R 0 IJ P )
0 PIT! f ? , 9 A ) (,| 0 ( -r ) I A H L H ) , T = 1 , N K )
F 0 R M A T (87, 1 H ( , J 8 , 'I H ) , F 1 0 . 8 )
WRIT F(8,9 7)
foRMAT( 107,17H F ASIMF S S OF ITEMS)
g R ] T F I P , 9 8 ) ( N 0 ( j ) , F A S J , 'J = 1 , M )
























F0RMAT(?X,29HCHISQUARE FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEM)
WRITE (2 ,70) (NO(J) , XCHISQ(J) r J = 1 M) _
FORM AT(5 X,1H(,13,1H) ,2X,F10.5)
WRITE(2,80) CHISQ .
FORMAT(?X,25HCHISQUARE FOR WHOLE TEST=F10.5)
WR I T E ( 2 , 8 4 )
FORMAT(5X,44HABILITY STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT)
WR ITE ( 2 , 85) ( ABL ( I ) , SEAB ( I ) , I =1 NX ) _
F 0 R M A T ( 5 X F 1 0 . 5 , 5 X » F 1 0 , 5 )
WRITE286
FORMAT(5X,44HEASINESS STANDARD ERROR OF MEASUREMENT)
W R I T E ( 2 , 87) ( F. A S ( J ) » S E I T ( J ) r J = 1 M )
FORMAT5XF10.5,5XF10.5)
CALL C RIT B(NK,M,B , T F S T)
WR I T E ( 2 , 9 1 )
FORMAT(10X,47HSLOPE FOR EACH ITEM
WRITE(2,99) (NO(J) ,B(J)TEST (J) 7 J=1 M)
F 0 R M A T ( 5X 1 H, I 3 ,1H)_, 2 X , F10, 5 , 8X ,F10 . 5)
TEST OF UNIT SLOPE)
CALIBRATION OF PERSON ABILITY
WR I T E ( 2 , 1 0 1 )
FORMAT (2X 29 HC A LI BR AT I ON OF PERSON ABILITY)
WRITF(2102)
FORMAT(2X,50HSUBJECT TOTAL SCORE SCORF GROUP ABILITY)
XM = M
DO 700 1=1,N
N NO = I
X X X = 0 . 0
IF(TSCRH) .EQ.0.0) GO TO 8
IF(TSCR(I) ,F 0.X M ) GO TO 8
DO 800 K = 1 , NK
IF(TSCR(I).EQ.SRR(K)) GO T0'7
GO TO 800













X v X = 'l . 0
rONT|Ml)P
[ F ( X.X X , F 0 . 1 . 0 ) GO T 0 7 0 0
UK 11 F c ? r 1 o 5 ) NNO , T S C R ( I ) i _
FiH?M A ! ( ? X f 1 If ( f M I 1 H ) 8xF 1 0 . 4 f 7 X ; 33H S CO W F N 0 T IN THE CAE IB RATED G P
? 0 HP)
(]o ro 7')o
W R I T F- ( 2 ,10 5) N N 0 , T S c K ( I )
F 0 R M A r ( ?X , 1 II ( , I x , 1 H ) , NX' , F 1 0 . A , 7 X , 2 ft H A B I I. T T Y CANNOT0 H D FT F RM I N E D )
C o n T r :) r
; TOR . :
E N I)
SUB POUT T NF TMATR I X ( N , M)
COMMON v ( 5 0 0 ) , A ( SO , SO ) , R ( 80) , T (80,50 ) , £ A S ( 50) , AB 1(50 )
I S - 0 . 0
DO 100 1=1 ; fv
T S = T f; f R ( I )
[) 0 ROM 1=1, h
f)0 5 00 ,1=1, M
I f ( o (I ) . f: 0 f 0 , 0 ) GO TO 1
iFMfi.jr»
I f- ( A- M , J ) . P 0 , R ( I ) ) o 0 T 0 2 I
T ( T , J ) =A LOG (A ( I ,-J ) ( H ( I ) - A ( I , J ) ) )
go rn 300
T (' I , J ) ~ A L 0 G ( ( A ( T , j ) + R ( ] ) T S ) ( H ( T ) - A ( I , J ) + R ( I ) T S ) )
GO TO 5 0(j
T ( i , J ) = 0 , 0
C 0 N T f N11 E













DIMENSION SO R(50),Y G 5 0) G P Y ( 5 0) » X F(5 0) Y F ( 5 0 » F P Y ( 5 0)» F ( 5 0)» G ( 5 0)
COMMONY 5 0 0 ) A ( 3 0 r 3 0 ) , R ( 3 0) , T ( 3 0 » 3 0) E A S (3 0) t A B L (.50)
DO 900 =1,20
DO 200 I =1 , N
Y G ( I ) = 0 . 0
GPY(I)=0.0
CONTINUE





DO 400 J =1 i M
DO 410 1=1 r N _ _ _ _
XF(J)=XF(J)+A(I,J)




EAS(J)=EASC.)1 + F(J)FPY(J) _
CONTINUE
DO 500 I=1,N
DO 510 J = 1M
YG (I) =YG (I) + (EXF( ABU I I + F.AS ( J ) ) ) (1 + EXP A FT L ( I) + EAS { J ) )
GPY(I)=GPY(I)+(FXPABL(I)+EAS(J)))(1+EXP(ABI.(I)+EAS(J)))2
CONTINUE
G ( I )= S C R(I)-YG(I)
A 0 I. (I) = A f) I. (I) + G ( I) G P Y (I )
CONTINUE
WRITE(2,70)(EAS(J),J=1,M)
F 0 R M A T ( 2 X , 1 0 F1 0 . 5 , 2 X , 1 0 F 1 0 . 5 , 2 X , 1 0 F 1 0 . 5 )












s U B R 011 T I N H Y I 0 0 f: S T ( N , M ) (
0 ] M 0 R T 0 N T M R ( 5 0 ) , T M C ( 5 0 )
00Mnor: y ( S 00 ) , A (0 0 0 ) , R S 0 ) , T ( S 0 5 0 ) r FAS (SO) A B L ( 5 0 )
X N' - n
X Aj - M
T'UI-ii.O
DO 100 1=1 f M _
[ M P ( I ) = 0 , 0
DO 110 1=1M
TT 0= 1 T M + TCI » J )
C o NT II' 11 R
T T 1 = r T M ( X M X tVi) I
DO ROO ..) -1 , M ;
T to C ( J ) = 0 , 0
DO 0 0 !=1,N
DO 31 0 ! = 1 , M
T M R ( ]) ~ T i IU1)+T(IJ)
T M R (' ! ) -T 0 f ( 1 ) X 0
A B I. T ) = T M R ( T ) - T T M
DO .Of' J — 1 i M
D 0 f, 1 0 I ~ 1 , N
T Ni f ( J ) = t K: 0 ( J ) + T ( ] , ,) )
f m r (j) = t y c (j) x n













DIMENSION XCHIS0(50), P ( 5 0 , 5 0) , V A R ( 5 0 , 5 0),7(5050),SFIT(50)
1 SEAB(50) ...
COMMON Y(500),A(30,30),R(30),T(3 0 , 30),EAS(30),ABL(30)
DO 100 1=1 , N
DO 110 J = 1 , M
P ( I , J ) = ( E X p ( A B L ( I ) + E A S ( J ) ) ) (1 . 0 + E X P ( A B I( I ) + E A S ( J ) ))
VAR(I,J)=R(l)P(I»J)(1.0-P(?,J))
Z ( I , J) = (A(I,J)-R(I) P(I,J))(SORT(VAR ( I , J ) ) )
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 210 J = 1 ,M
XCHISQ(J)=0.0
CONTINUE
C H I SQ = 0 . 0 __
DO 300 J =1 , M
DO 310 1=1 ,N
XCH1S0(J)=XCHIS0(J)+(Z(I,J))2
CONTINUE
CH I SQ = CH I SQ + XCH I SQ ( J )
CONTINUE
XN = N
X M = M
DO 400 J = 1 , M
W= 0 . 0





D 0 5 0 0 I = 1 , N
W= 0 . 0
DO 510 J = 1 ,M










s I) R P () II T T !! I- (WIT P ( N , lv( r (i » T f S T )
0 I M i U G I ' R ( S 0 ) T M R ( S 0) T [ ST ( ') 0 )
c 0! 1 MOMY ( A 0 0 ) , A ( c, 0 , 5 0 , R ( S 0 , T 5 Q , 5 Q ) , F A S ( 5 0 ) . A P I. (50)
V M r ;
: n =
no 10.) T - 1 f M
T MR ( T ) - 0 , 0 __
f)() 110 ! ~ 1 M
T M 9 T ) ~ T M U ( 1 ) + T ( T , J )
COO I I NU p
T M R ( I ) -- T 1 R ( I ) X M
C 0 0 T I N M ('
no poo
f- -- 0 . 0
b - 0 . 0
C - o. 0
0 - 0 .0
o -0.0
no ?1o n
[' - F + T ( T J ) T M R ( T )
E = F + T ( T J )
C - C + T h R T )
0 ~ o b r c t j)) 2
0 •• 0 + ( T M P I ) ) 2
CONTTWUP I
1 : ( J ) = ( F - ( E C ) X N ) ( 0 - ( E ? ) x N )
n f - S 0 R T ( |) - ( F 2 ) X N )
AG- (C?) X N
R R = P. ( .1 ) ( r - ( E C V N )
s 0 - A A - R R
s - s o irr (ss(xm-?. n))
iesr ( j) - ((o (J)-1 ,0)+dm)s
C 0 M T ( M ll F





$ 11 ft R 0 0 '( T N f: F MF UP E I. L ( N r M ) . ......
(; o fv V ( S 0 0 ) , A ( S 0 , 5 0 ) , R ( 5 0 ) , T ( S 0 , 5 0 ) , F A S ( 5 0 ) A P L ( 5 0 )
HO 100 T = 1 tN
DO 110
I F ( A ( T , J ) . F.O . 0 . 0) GO TO 999
1 F ( A ( I , J) . E0 , R(1)) GO TO 9 99
T ( I r J ) = T ( I i .1 )
GO TO 110
T ( T , J ) - AH I ( T )+EAS ( J )
CON! 1 00 r
C o M T I w u p
pi r11R
ROD .... _ .
PROGRAM JOCC
EXTENDED DATA (2 ZAM)
COMPACT PROGRAM (OHM)












T M A T R I X
X L 0 G E S T
F MF U C Fr I. L
X o A X I T E R A T
FTTNESS
C R I f fl
A 1.0 G
EXP
S Q R T
(3) Programme output of the Pasch-Wright procedure
r 0 T A I S T11 i) (•' W T I't: I N 0 0 A ill b 0 T S = U 6 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
MAKMX R
o, oo
' . 0 0
A , 0 ()
V , Od
1 1 . 0 0
1 5 , 0 0
1 7 , 00
7 0 . 0 0
7 0 f 0 0
25,00
.5 0 . 0 0
;5 7 , 0 o
3 2,0 0
79 , 0 0
7 a,' n
7 7, i) u




2 0 . 0 0
17,0 0
14,00
1 0 , 0 0
5 . 0 0
7 , 0 0
6 , 0 0
0 . 0 0
1 . 0 0
0 0 rTY o 0 it 'I 0 o 0 0 0 ft 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 0 0 0 0 o 0
a 2 0 Z 0 (t o 0 ' o oi o c - ) 00 0 1 0 o - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 1Q 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0 0 0 0 0 012012 0 o o 0 0 0 1 0 0 v)
3 3 o 2 0 3 0 5 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 1 2 0 5 0 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 5 1 2 0 4 3 4 6 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 5 3 2 1 1 3 0 1 2 2 0
1 7 3 8 2 4 3 6 1 1 0 2 3 1 2 3 3 3 3 1 6 2~~ 4 3 12 1 2 12 0
2 9 3 9 5 o 2 3 0 1 7 2 5 2 7 4 6 5 3 3 3 5 3 1 1 0 5 3 5 0
3 v 6 7 5 8 6 9 1 3 ~1 2 ' 2 4 7 7 ? 5 7 5 1 1 2 6 2 3 8 4 4 4 1 ?
4 8 3 8 3 9 9 1 0 1 7 2 4 4 3 4 8 1 2 6 4 4 1 2 4 5 2 3 7 4 6 8 3 4
3 17 8 10 9 12 10 12 1 8 4 6 1 1 4 3 7 9 8 1 0 8 1 3 1 1 4 7 7 1 0 5 7 6 1 0 1
6 1 7 10 19 8 1 3 9 16 2 3 3 2 6 5 1 0 1 0 1 4 1 3 1 0 7 19 1 5 1 6 1 0 9 1 4 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 5
1 0 2 3 1 2 2 6 1 4 1 9 1 ? ? 1 5 0 4 0 1 4 1 5 5 1 8 1 9 19 1 7 9 2 0 1 7 1 4 1 2 5 21 4 1 8 1 5 1 8 7
4 23 5 20 8 1811 19 26 7 ( 1 4 811 15 22 18 20 1 1 2 3 15 20 13 6 1 4 9 1 4 1 5 1 0 8
1 4 1 9 1 4 23 1 ? 16 13 17 21 V 9 8 8 4 1 5 1 7 1 5 2 0 8 2 0 18 1 5 1 5 0 1 7 1 3 6 1 7 1 6 1 4
7 2 5 1 1 1 7 1 1 1 7 18 1 6 2 3 5 1 0 1 4 1 1 9 1 8 1 5 1 6 1 5 1 0 1 6 19 1 7 1 1 9 19 1 2 1 5 1 1 1 6 7
8 21 1 1 2 2 1 4 1 6 1 4 19 2 3 5 9 1 3 1 0 7 19 19 19 21 1 0 2 2 1 8 1 6 1 6 7 1 4- 1 0 1 5 1 2 1 ? 8
5 2 0 9 1 8 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 4 21 .3 7 1 2 9 1 2 1 6 19 1 8 1 8 1 4 19 1 5 20 1 2 7 1 7 1 0 1 0 1 2 1 4 5
8 1 7 9 1 4 8 1 4 1 0 1 5 1 5 3 1 1 4 7 8 1 6 1 4 1 3 1 4 1 2 1 5 1 5 1 5 9 7 1 6 1 0 1 1 1 6 9 7
7 17 15 19 9 16 14 19 16 6 2 4 14 10 18 18 15 15 16 13 17 15-12 17 16 15 15 14 7
9 15 8 14 10 10 10 13 15 1 4 11 6 7 13 14 1 5 1 5 9 14 9 15 1 210 15 10 11 10 1? 5
9 16 15 16 1 4 1 7 1 1 1 4 18 6 1 1 7 1 4 7 1 8 2 0 1 6 1 7 1 0 19 1 7 1 4 1 7 8 19 1 2 1 3 1 6 1 2 1 3
10 15 14 15 7 15 10 15 1 7 6 6 1 1 1 0 8 1 4 1 6 1 3 1 7 1 () 1 6 1 4 1 7 1 1 1 1 1 7 1 2 1 3 1 2 1 5 7
8 14 1112 10 1? 8 16 1? 5 1 i 9 7 1 1 9 1 1 1 2 1 2 9 1 3 1 0 1 3 13 8 1 4 1 5 7 1 2 15 9
4 9 7 9 7 7 6 1 o 8 4 8 9 8 4 7 1 0 8 7 6 9 9 1 0 9 8 1 0 1 0 9 1 0 1 0 8
0 5 4 4 3 5 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 ? 5 5 4 4 4 5 8 5 5 3 5 4 4 5 4 5
1 2 12 2 ? 2 2 2 0 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
4 6 6 6 5 6 4 6 6 3 6 6 5 5 6 6 6 5 6 6 5 6 4 5 6 6 6 5 3
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1111111111 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111111111111
T 0 T A 1. N U (A fi f K 0 f A Ml i. IT Y . 0 •'1 H T
2 0






1 0 . 0
11.0
12.)
1 3 , 0
1 4 . 0
1 ;3 . 0
16.0
1 7 . 0
1 a. o
1 9 . 0
?0 . 0
21.0
? 2 . o
2 3 . 0
2 4 . o
MATRIX R (CLOSED)
11.0 0
1 5 . 0 0
1 7 , 0 0
2 0 , 0 0
2 0 , 0 0
2 r. 0 0
30 ,00
3 7 , 0 0
3 2 , 0 0




1 o , 0 0
21 , o o
16.0 o
2 0 , 0 0
17.0 o
1 4 , 0 0
1 0. W)
1matrix a (CLOSFD) ; ... _ . „ , ... _ , , , ,, 0 , ,,
25 1 ft 0 47 A 6 0 0 1 'I 1 1 7 1 0 1 3211 0
1 7 v 2 7, VI I) ft j 123 5 33162431 2121;? 0
2 9 v c, ,, 7 '5 o i 7 2 ft 2 7 4 6 5 3 3 ft 3 1 1 0 ft 5 5 0
j 9 6 7 5 ft 7, 9 v3 1 2 2 4 7 7 7 5 7 ft 1 1 2 6 2 3 ft 4 4 4 1 2
, n ' ft 3 9 o i o 17 7 4 (, '5 4 ft 1 2 A 4 4 1 2 4 5 ? 3 7 4 A ft 3 4
3 1 7 ft 11) 9 1 2 10 1 2 18 4 A 1 1 4 3 7 9 ft 1 0 8 1 3 1 1 4 7 7 1 0 8 7 6 10 1
6 17 10 IV « 13 v ia 23 3 ft 6 ft 10 10 14 13 10 7 19 1ft 16 10 9 14 10 10 10 11 ft
1 0 2 3 1 ? 2 6 14 19 1 ? 21 3 0 4 9 1 4 1ft ft 1 ft 19 19 17 9 2 0 1 7 1 4 1 2 5 21 4 1 ft 1 ft 1 ft 7
4 73 S 2 0 ft 1ft 11 I1' 77. 7 o -|, j ft -j 1 1ft 2 2 1 ft 7 0 1 1 2 3 1ft 7 0 1 3 6 1 4 9 1 4 1ft 10 ft
1 4 19 1 4 7 5 1 2 1ft 13 17 21 3 ft ft 4 15 17 15 20 ft 20 1 ft 1 ft 1 ft 0 17 13 A 17 16 14
7 7 5 1 1 1 7 1 1.1 7 1ft 1A 7 3 ft 10 14 11 9 1ft 15 1A 1 ft 10 16 19 17 11 9 19 17 1ft 11 1 A 7
8 71 1 1 2 2 1 4 1 ft 1 4 19 ?3 ft 9 n 1 0 7 19 19 19 21 1 0 22 1 ft 16 16 7 14 10 1ft 12 12 ft
5 20 9 1ft 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 4 21 3 7 1 2 9 1 2 1 A 19 1 ft 1ft 14 19 1 5 2 0 1 ? 7 17 10 10 12 14 ft
8 17 0 14 ft 1A 1 o 1 ft 1 ft .5 Vi 4 7 8 16 14 1314 1 2 15 15 15 9 7 1 A 1 0 11 16 9 7
7 17 15 19 9 16 1 4 19 1 6 6 2 4 1 4 1 0 1 ft 18 1 5 1 5 ft 16 13 17 1 ft 12 17 1A 15 1 5 14 7
9 1ft ft 14 10 10 1 0 1 3 1 ft 1 4 11 A 7 1 3 1 4 1 5 1 5 9 1 4 9 13 1 ? 1 0 15 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 5
9 16 15 16 14 17 11 1ft 1ft 6 11 7 14 7 1ft 2.0 '16 17 10 19 17 14 17 19 12 13 16 1? 13
10 15 14 15 7 15 10 15 17 A 6 11 10 8 14 16 13 17 10 16 14 17 11 11 17 12 13 12 15 7
ft 14 11 12 10 1? A 14 1? ft 11 9 7 1 1 9 1 1 1 2 1 2 9 1 3 1 0 1.3 1 3 8 ' 1 4 13 7 12 13 V
4 9 ? 9 7 7 A 1 0 ft 4 ft 9 ft 4 7 1 0 8 7 6 9 9 1 0 9 8 1 0 1 0 9 1 0 1 0 8







-0 . 3 89 V,
-0.6765;
-0 1907 «
0 , 8 0 3 9 7
-0.89443
1 A A h A
- 0 . 4 8 0 0
0,5081 (
A L 7 n ? i
0 . 4067






0 . 39 5 68
- 0 0 3 8 8 7
1 .59 29 3
-0.65290
_ n AO'PHn
-1 . 8414 2
0 . 89 72 2
-1 . 6 9 6 4'





-1.0 4.5 4 6
A S . A 7 A
-0,863 8 3
0 . 7031 2
-0.69200 -0.52799




1 4. 1 4 X





0 . 3 4 7 0 6
-0.88695
-0 .6 7 07 F
- 0 , 1 9 0 2 4
0 . 8 5 4 1 f
~ - 0.8873 ~i
-1 .0010 7
- 0 . 4 7 6 1 (
0 . 303Ft
0 4 ? 81:





















0 . 5 4 8 6 i
-0.86239












-0.5 66 6 3
0.34695
- A, 58690
- 0 . 6 7 0 7 1
-0.1 9 0 2 1



















_ 1 A 7 O A 7
-1 . 69 580










0 . 865 5?





-0 , 5 6642
0.54694
-0 . $8 69 (J
- 0 . 67 i'I 4 ')
-0.19 o : 1
0 . 8 q 5 8
- 0 . 8 8 71 i
-1 , 0 0 0 81
-0.47604




-(} , 49 84 4
-0.20103
0.30 3 6 5
-0.20103
0.6453b
0. 39 04 2
-0 . 0 3957





-1 .0 791 0
~1 , 69 58 0 - 1 . 4 4 6 4 2 -1 ? 9 7 9 - 1 , 0 4 4 ! ? - 0 . 8 6 ? 3 4 -0.69089
-0.5271? -0.368 9 7 -0.714 77 - 0 . 0 6 3 1 (
0.0 KM 4 0.2 5 ?7V 0. 58945 0 . 5 4 36 3 0 . 7 01 7 7 () . 8 6 5 5 7
1 . 0 3 696 1.21873 1.4144 1 1,67909
. CoAi't fiu r- o
-0.98795
- 0 .9 24 5
0.19601
1.0744H
- 0 , 4 7 6 6 ?
0 . 5 4 6V 4
- 0 . 5 8 69 ()
- 0 . 6 7 0 6 1
- 0 . 1 V 0 ? 1
0 , 84 5 06
- 0 . 8 8 7 1 0
- 1 , 0 0 0 6 0
- 0,4 76 04
: 0.30365
0.4780?
0 . 4 01 8 2
0.58906







1 . 5 7 6 8 1
- 0 , 64 729
-0 . 09 3 9?
-1.87318
0 .88:9 6 6
-1 nvo 1 n
- 1 . 69 5 8 0 -1.4544? -1 , ? 5 9 7 9 - 1 . 0 4 4 1 2 - 0 . 862 3 4 -0 . 69 0 89 -0,5271? -0.21 47




1 . 0 7 4 4 8
-• 0 . 5 6 6 7 ?
0 . $ 6 6 9 4
- 0 . 5 8 690
0 . 0 7 0 6 1
~ 0 . 'I 9 0 ? 1
0,85 3 8 6
-0.88710
-1 . 0 0 08,0
-0 . 476 0 4
0 . 3 0 3 6 5
0 . 4 7 8 0 7







0 . 39 0 4 2







-1 . 69 58 0 -1.4 5 4 .;
--1 , ? •'» V 7 9 -1 .0441 ? ! - 0 . 8 6 2 3 5 -0.69089 -0.52712 -U.36897 -0.21477 -0 . 06 31 C
0 . 0 8 7 5 4 n.23779 0 . 8944 0,54563 0.70176 0,86552 1.03696 1 . 2 1 8 7 5 1,41441 1.62909
97
RFSUIT OF ITFRATION






















































-0 . 3 8 690
0.85 3 86
-0.46 n 9
0 . 4 013 2
-0.20103
0 . 04 5 7 8
1 . 57681
-1,82318
- 0 . {» 2 4 5 4
- 0.56 6 6 2
- 0 . 6 7 0 6 1
- 0 . 8 8 7 1 0
0 . 303 65
0 . 5 8906
0 , 3 0 365
0 . 3 9 0 n 2
- 0 . 6 4 7 2 9
0 . 8 89 A 6
0 . 1 9 6 01
0 . 5 4 604
- 0 .1 9 0 21
-1 .0 0 0 8 0
0 . 4 7807
~0 . 4985 4
~0.20103
-0 . 0 395 7
-0 . 09 322
-1.07910

































1 7 . 07 59 2




















7 4 .937 '5 2
7 5 . 2 6 A 31
3 4.2 7 7 5 4
19.84907
1 6 , 57 3 7 4
70,46292
7 3,81 0 5 5
C H I S Q U A R E FOR U H 0 I F T t- S J = 62 9 , 9 1 0 0 ?































0 . 9g sOc
0 . ft 6 ?1 6
I) . ft ft 1 9 7
0 . ft ft 7 ft 9
0 . 9 7 7 1 '5
1 ,Oft 01 ft
1 . 1 7 7 01
0.74746
0 . 9 1 9 0 0
0,81790
0.61081
0 . 70 4 09
0 , ft, 7 8 ft 1
0 . ft ft 7 6 a
0 . 7ft 90 1
0 . 7 0 7 ft 7
0.77771
0 . 71 ft ft 4
0.97149
0 . 8 0 1 11
0 . 7 ft 7 61
0 , 6 6 4 ft n
0 . 6 ft | 7 ft
0.84 I 7 4
0 , 5 6 7 ft 5
0 .66668
0 . 8 7 6 0 '5
0 .77 S 6 4
0 . 6 4. 7 7 7
0.671ft9
- 0 . 0 4 S ft ft
-1.7 7( i ft 7
- 1 . ft 7 81 1
-1.17 ft 07
- 0 . ft 7 5 4 9
0.61518
0 . 9 7 7 8 5
- 7 .. 49 7 0' 6
- 0 . 7 7 4 0' 0
-1 . 47 6 55 '
-7.78 0 4 7
- 7 „ 7 .7 7 S 6
-1.14957
- 0 . 7 0 ft 5 9
-7 , 310 88
-4 .9881 7




-? . 7 8ft 7 9
- 5,55 71 8
~ ft . 3 6? 1 7
-1.9 06 7 5
- 9 . 4 7 0 8' 0
- 5 . 9 5954
-1.87686
- 3 , 9 7 1 8 1
- 4 . ft. 1 4 8 8
- 4 . 5 7 1 7 6'














































































1 . 0 369 6
1 .21873
1 . 41441
1 ,6 29 09





















CALIBRATION OF PF R S 0N ABILITY
SUBJECT TOTAL SCO R I' SCORE CROUP ABM I T V































1 ft . 0 0 0 o
1 0 . 0 o 0 o
23,0000
19.0 o 0 o
2 4 .0000
2 0 . 0 0 0 0




1 6 . 0 0 0 0
187000o
16.0000
1 ft . 0 ft 0 ft
1 4 . 0 0 0 0






1 4 , 00 0 0
1 4,0 000
14.0ft 00
9 . 0 ft 0 0
2 3 . 0 0 0 0
22.0000
18.0000
1 9 . ft 0 0 0
2 3 , 0 0 0 0
1 9 . ft 0 0 0
2 4 , 0 0 0 0
2 0 . 00 00
22.0000
16.0000
1 9 . 0 ft 0 0
1 6 . 00 0 {)
16, 000 0
1 ft.. 000 0
1 6 . 0 0 o 0
1 ft . 0 0 0 0
1 4 . o () o 0
1 Q , 0 0 0 o
1 4 , ft 0 0 0
1 4 , 000 0
12,0000
1 6 , ft 0 0 0
1 7 , 0 0 0 0
14,0000
1 4 , 0 0 0 0
15,0000




















-0 . 06 31
-0,3690
0.2378





fzd Prffopramme of conventional comparison of item easiness

















MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
CORRELATED T-TEST OR NONCORRELATED T-TEST
HARTlYS TEST
DIMENSION X 50 ) , Y ( SO ) Z ( SO.)
READd.10) N
FORMAT(I 2)
READ (1 .20) (X ( I ) . 1=1 . N)
F0RMAT(F8.5)
READ (1 .30) (Y( I ) , 1=1.N)
FORMAT(F8.5)
READd .31 ) (7. (I ) , 1=1 N)









CALL M A R T(S T D Y,S T D Z,N,H A R T L Y C,N D F C)
CALL XNOCRT(X , Y,N,TNA,IDFA)
CALL XNOCRT(X,Z,N,TNO,IDFB)
CALL XN0CRTY,Z,N,TNC.IDFC)



















U R I T F ( 2 , 4 2 )
FORMAT(12X»S5HTOTAL SAMPLE
3 (111 P )









WRITF(2 , 51 )
FORMAT(12X,61HTOTAL SAMPLE V.S. TOTAL SAMPLE V.S. HIGH SCO
4RF GROUP V.S.)
WRITE(2 , 52 )
FORMAT(12X55HHIGH SCORE GROUP LOW SCORE GROUP LOW SCORE GR
SOUP)
WRIT E(2,5 3) R A « R BiR C
FORMAT(1X11HCORRELATIONi1Xf11HCOEFFICIENT»2X»F10.5f6X»F10.5»
6 5 X . F 1 0 . 5 )
WRIT E(2 5 4) TNA,TNB,TNC
FORMAT(5X,7HT VAI.UE,2XFl0.5f5XFl0.5»5X»Fl0.5)
WRITF(2,55) IDFA «IDFBIDFC
FORMAT(2X,11HDEGREE OF ,5X,7HFREEDOM»2X , I 5 ,1 5 X , I 5 ,1 5X , I 5)
WRITE(2 r 56) HARTLYA.HARTLYB .HARTLYC
F0RMAT(1X,14HHARTLY TEST , F 1 0 . 5 , 5X,F1 0.5,5X,F10.5)
WR I TE(2,57) NDFA,NDFB,NDFC.








































A = 0 . 0
B = 0 . 0
AA = 0 . 0
BB = 0 . 0
XN = N
DO 100 I=1N
A = A + X ( I )
AA=AA+X(I)2












DF = 2,0XN-2 . 0






























(5) Programme of conventional comparison of person ability












T k A r F 0
Rfc AD FROM(CR) . - -
T R A C F 2
MASTRK MAK CHHJ
PROGRAMME OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF ABILITY calibration
CORRELATED T TEST anD MEAN NU STANDARD DEVIATiON
COMMON x(500),Y(500)
Rf-AD(1 »10JI N '
F oRMAT(13)
R I: A I) 1 r 2 0 ) ( X ( I , I - 1 , N )
FORMAT(F7,4)
R t A D ('I i 3 0 ) ( Y ( I ) , I = 1 , N)
F 0 K M A T 5 F 7 . 4)
W K i | t; V. C | if U ; —
FORMAT ( 1 OX , 6SHPERSOIM A R T L I TY C A L I CRATED FROL nCDrnu II I I T T
1 v i: 11 I it o s IT n f i! n m i
W ft I T F 2 , 41)
FGRMAT(10X»44H h a r r _TFST
D U 1 0 0 I = 1 , N
N o = I
iF(Xd) .1:0,0.0} GO TO 1
IF(Y(i) .EQ.0.0) GO TO 2
WK1TE(2,42) MO,Xd),Y I )







' m ' v
FORMAT (5X f 1 H ( I 3 1 H) , 38H AB I L I T Y CANNOT BE CALIBRATED)
C O N T I N U E
C A L I. X T D ( X , N , B A R X -S T D X ) :
CALL X T D Y , N „ B A R Y , S T D Y )
CALL C R T T I N , $ , T , M P F )
CALL C 0 R R N , R )






F U U M A r ( 1 X r 6 H M i ; A N ~ f 5 A f F 1 0 , 5 , 2 5 X , F 1 0 , 5 )
W K I T F ( ?. , 5 5 ) 3 T 0 X , S T i) V . ,
F u R M A T ( I X , 9 H S T A N 0 A u D - t 1 X , 9 H I) f:. V I A T I 0 N F 1 0 , 5 r 2 ! X , F 1 0 „ 5 )
W K I T E ( 2 , 51 ) T
F 0 R M A T ( 2 X , 1 9 H C 0 K X F I. A T F 0 T ) ST = F 1 0 , 5 )
Wr I T f; ( 2 , 3 4 ) M D F
FURMA'f (2Xr 24HWJTH I) £ G l E p (? A FREE I)UM -rib)
W K 1 T [- ( 2 , 5 5 ) R





S u B R 0 U TINT C 0 R R ( N , R )
COMMON X ( 5 0.0 ) Y ( 5 0.0 )
M ~ 0
DO 3 0 0 T = I rM
I MX ( I ) . HQ.0 . 0) GO TO 30 0
IF(Y(I).FQ.O.O) GO TO 500
M - M +1
CONT I NUF
A = 0 . 0
B = 0.0
C = 0 . 0
D = 0 . 0
E = 0 , 0
DO R 0 0 T • 'I , N
A = A + X ( T ) Y ( I )
B = B + X ( I )
C ~ C + Y ( I )
D — D+(X X)
F=E+(Y(I))2
C 0 N r T N U {•
F - B 2
G ~ C d
$n=m









IF(X(I).EQ.0.0) GO TO 1


























S u PROUTTNt X T D ( X , N- rt A R , S T D )
DIMENSION X(5 Q 0)
M = 0
DO TOO 1=1r M
I F X( 1) .HQ. 0.0) 00 TO 300
M = M + 1
continue
C = 0 . 0
C I ~ 0 . o
DO 10 0 1=1 N
C=c+X(l)
C C = C C + X (I ) ?.
C o N T I N U V
X N 5 M
BAR=CXN
S TD =(C C-(C 2)XN)(X lv-1.0 )
S T D = S 0 R T ( S T f)
R b T U R N
F N D
PROGRAM J UCC












C R T T
C U R R
S 0 R T
F T R A P
Preset













T W A C E 0
READ FROM(CR)
TRACE 2
M A S J F R M A K C H i '
PROGRAMME TO f: I N D T H F. S T A M 0 A R 0 I 7. E 0 DIFFERENCE; SCORE
A F 0 R H A R D
R FOR EASY
OF A TS ME A S 11 R c M f:! J T HR RQR ASSOC WITH THE A K I; Y ( P A « A M F T E R C A L T B R A T E i))
SFR IF MEASUREMENT ERROR ASSOC WITH THE BKEY(PARA METER C A L. X B R A T E D )
COMMON Y ( S00) , Y(500) , S F A C 50) ,SEP(SO) f AKFY ( 50 ) , RKEY(50)
RE AlW 1 , 1 0) M N X A , N ' H
F 0 R M A T ( 3 T 3 )
R t A r ('1 , ? 1 ) ( Y ( n , I = 1 , m )
R E A r 1 f ? 0 ) ( Y ( J ) , I = 1 , M )
R E A ' (1 , 3 0 ) ( A K E Y ( K ) , K ~ 1 ? N H A )
R E A n (1 30) ( R K E Y ( Y) r K - 1 , N ' B)
P E A » (1 , , 0 ) ( S E A ( K ) K = 1 f N i: A )
R E A T) (1 t 4 0) ( S F H ( x ) ' K ~ 1 N U n )
FORMAT(F7,4)
F 0 R M A T F F 7 , 4 )
F 0 R u A T ( P 7 , 4 )
F0RMAT(F7.5)
C A L. |. S T N S R ( N , H Y A, NX R , B A I? , S T D , A V X t A V Y )
w R I T l: ( ?. t 6 0 ) H A P r S 7 D
FORMAT ( R X , 39 H ME AN 0 e STANDARD I ZED DIFFERENCE SCORE - F 1 0 . i
1 P X , 7 F S T C ls~»M0,S)
W K I T F(?,S 0) AVX,AVY
F 0 R M A T (?)( 3 S H '1 F A U 0 p M FAS U R F M !:' N T E R R 0 R 0 F SET 1 - , F 'I 0 , 5 ,
?.?.){, 3 S H M E A N OF MEASUREMENT FKROR OF SET 2=,F10,5)










s U R R o U T T N F S T N S f? ( N r N K A , M K B , R A R S T D , A V X , A V Y )
dimension D(r,0o)
COMMON X( 50 0) fY 500 ) , S H A ( 5 0 ) ,iER(50) AKEYOO) ,BKFY(50)
M = 0
A v X :: 0 . 0
AVY = 0 . 0 ... ... :
D 0 10 0 J =1N
I E X (1) . E Q . 0 . 0) G 0 .10 1 __ .
I F ( Y(I .E0..0.0) GO TO 1
n(n=X(i)-Y(i)
S t X - 0 , 0
D0 110 K = 1 t MK A
I F ( X I) „ F Q . A K F Y ( Y ) ) GO T 0 ?
G 0 J 0 1 1 0
SfcX=SFA(K
r ON T TN 11 F




FORMAT(2 X3 0 H F R R0 R T V CARD R F A D IN( X DATA ) I 5 )
S t Y « 0 » 0
0 0 1 ? o K = 1 r N x B
T F ( V ( I :» . F o „ B K t Y ( K ) ) G 0 T 0 ,5
GO TO 1 ?0
S E Y = S F R ( X)
C o N T T N i.J F
1 F ( SfY.FQ,0.0) GO TO 6
A V X = A V X + S F X
AVY=AVY+SEY
D ( ! ) = i) ( I ) I ( s 0 R T ( S F X + S F Y ) )













r, u r (i 1 i) 0
h ( T ) = 0 , 0
rO.NT ] U 0 K i
A = 0 . 0
A A s 0 . 0
DO ?00 T ~1 f N
A = 4 + D ( 1 ) |
A A = A 4 f) ( T ) 2
r o mr t t i u r
X M ~ M
A V X = A V X X M
avy=avyxm
R A R = A X M
S T D - ( A A - ( A 2 ) X M ) ( X M -1.0)
9 T D - 0 0 R T ( S T r)
WH T T F ( ? , 7 0 )
F 0 R M A T f 2 X r 3 0 H 5 T A N D A R D J 2 F D 0 I F F E R E iM C £ S C 0 R E S )
DO 7 0 0 T1 rW
IF(n (I) .FO, 0,0) GO TO 7
uk T T F(?,4 0 ) D U
F 0 R M A T ( F 1 0 . 4 )
G 0 T 0) 3 0 0
W W ITF ( ? » 41)
F 0 R M A T ( ? X 4 0 H + -A- S , D , S C 0 R E C A N NOT BE OBTAIN E D )
C o N T T NOF
RET i.J R N
F N D
PROGRAM J 000
E X T t N f) F 0 OA T A ( ? ? A M
COMPACT PROGRAM (DBM)







S T M S R
S f R T
F T R A P
F R F S F T



